Engaging Students
Gaining and Keeping Connections Remotely
Make the first CONVERSATION count

May not be the first contact

Impressions made here

Get as much information as possible

Lay the foundation of the relationship

Find the right fit
Understand their motivation

Beyond the credential

What does it mean to them

Will be used to keep them going

Communicate urgency and achievability
Understand their barriers

Work to pre-plan solutions

BEGIN WITH ANY TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Provide options for continual progress

Plan the GOLD STAR moments
EARN THEIR TRUST

Give them multiple ways to reach you

Be available as a staff

Provide continued support network

Be their partner in progress
Contact me if our team can help your team!!

Ginger Harner
Director of Adult Education and Alternative Instruction
Shawnee Community College
618-634-3419
gingerh@shawneecc.edu